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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report examines systemic vulnerabilities and influence pathways through which the Italian defence industry may exert undue influence on the national defence and security agenda. Governments and industry should mitigate the risk of undue influence by strengthening the integrity of institutions and policy processes and improving the control and transparency of influence in the defence sector.

Compiled by Transparency International Defence and Security with the support of Italian Coalition for Civil Liberties and Rights (CILD) and Osservatorio MilEx, this report forms a case study as part of a project to analyse the influence of the arms industry on the defence and security agendas of European countries. Alongside Germany, Italy was selected as a case study due to its defence industry characteristics, industry-state relations, lobbying regulations and defence governance characteristics. The information, analysis and recommendations presented in this report are based on research that has been honed through interviews with a broad range of stakeholders and experts.

Expenses for armaments in Italy continue to increase with a projection of more than 6 billion euro for 2021, presenting a lucrative source of funding for the domestic defence industry. As such, there is an urgent need to identify and scrutinise the possible routes for undue influence in the Italian defence sector.

Pathways of influence

The report explores some of the most prominent opportunities for exerting influence on policy in Italy, along with their role in the defence sector.

Lobbying: Lobbying in the Italian context is particularly problematic, since there is no standalone law regulating lobbying activities at the national level. Some national public administrations have recently adopted their own regulations on lobbying, but no register exists at the Ministry of Defence. Italy’s largest defence firms and associations submit reports concerning their lobbying to the necessary registers, but this information is frequently outdated and incomplete, providing no basis for meaningful oversight of their activities.

Political foundations: Described as the “new playing ground for exercising influence” by the President of the Italian Anti-corruption Authority, political foundations provide an arguably unique opportunity for political influence through both funding of politicians and political parties, as well as cultivating close interpersonal relationships. Through publications, presentations and training they could have the capabilities to influence public discourse and political debate. The network of connections between these influential foundations, policy makers and the defence industry is dense, as analysis of Italy’s largest defence producer Leonardo shows. Newly introduced regulations aim to shed light on political foundations, but concerns whether they are fit for purpose remain.

Think tanks: Think tanks can be highly influential for policy formation, particularly in a technical subject like defence and in a political context of relatively inexperienced members of parliament and the executive. This influence is not necessarily unwarranted or negative, but it might become so if the advice given by think tanks is swayed by funding from defence companies. Both companies and think tanks are insufficiently transparent about the flow of funds from industry to think tanks to avoid raising questions about the independence of their advice. Furthermore, think tanks can facilitate influence by hosting events where the defence industry and politicians can meet and the former can lobby decision makers informally.

Revolving door: The movement of individuals between the public and private sectors, often referred to as the ‘revolving door’, can present a significant conflict of interest risk if not conducted transparently and properly regulated. In Italy, changes from military functions to industry and role changes between political decision-makers and top managers of companies remain a regular occurrence. Unfortunately, not all risks are appropriately mitigated. No universal and adequate regulations of conflict of interest exist and worryingly members of parliament are currently not in the scope of existing law.

Campaign and political financing: While Italian regulations on political financing have seen substantial changes in recent years, shortcomings remain that relate to specified thresholds, reporting requirements and lack of oversight. An analysis of recent political donations indicates that the majority of funding comes from members of parliament (MP) and individual donors. This data does not show many direct contributions being made by defence companies through these channels. This does however highlight further the importance of regulating any conflicts of interest of MPs, foundations, or other political personalities who may act as individual personal donors and thereby function as an indirect mode of influence for corporates.

Policy process vulnerabilities

In theory, a well-designed and well-executed policy and decision-making process guards against the risks that could be posed by undue influence. This report, however, identifies a number of vulnerabilities in the defence strategy formation and procurement process that expose the Italian system to undue influence.
The formation of the defence strategy and procurement for Italian defence and security capability is vulnerable to undue influences by defence industry due to the following shortcomings:

- The 2015 White Paper, the most recent and closest thing to a national defence strategy, is not clear or concrete enough to define a logical way forward. The lack of an overarching geo-strategic vision defined in clear documents makes it possible to justify any decision at any moment, even if it is in contrast with previously declared principles and motivations.

- The lack of long-term financial planning for defence programmes creates long-term uncertainty for producers. It leads to industry maintaining continuous pressure on decision makers making, instead of providing a multi-year planning cycle that may be less vulnerable to whims and pressure.

- Budgetary decisions suffer from limited transparency on many levels. The insertion of the defence budget scattered across lines in the general annual budget makes it difficult for parliamentarians to have a clear and complete understanding of the whole defence budget. The split of the total defence budget figure across ministries, notably the MoD and the Ministry of Economic Development (MiSE), with different protocols and stakeholders involved makes it more difficult to determine the total sum allocated to ‘defence purposes’ and increases the number of actors across different ministries who may become potential targets of undue influence.

- Weak oversight of the defence budget is another area of concern. Although parliament has formal oversight of the budgeting process, it often has very limited time to review relevant documents. Information provided is often both too dense and too high-level, to give clear visibility on planned expenditure.

- The military play a key role in shaping defence policy choices and procurement priorities through the provision of technical expertise. Regulatory weaknesses however allow the defence industry to be in a position to influence the military, and in turn exploit their role in defence policy-making. The main weaknesses are the retired military officers moving into private sector employment without always adequate regulation and oversight. This is compounded by the limited transparency around policy decisions made on strategy, budget requests and equipment acquisitions.

- A crucial shortcoming in the accountability of the procurement process is limited transparency and oversight of procurement subsequent to initial approval by Parliament. After the initial approvals, Parliament’s formal oversight powers are limited, and regulations allow subsequent reallocation of financial resources in the years following an approval of procurement programmes, which can be decided on solely by the MoD without any further parliamentary debate.

- There is no independent body or agency tasked with auditing how arms acquisition programmes are managed over time. Consequently, this function is performed internally by the defence industry itself and the armed forces.

The role of exports

In many countries, arms exports are directly related to national defence capability strategies, since it is the sum of production for the armed forces and for exports that make arms production economically viable. This creates a dependence for governments on promoting the industry’s arms exports in return for national defence capability and domestic production capacity. This argument can increasingly be found in narratives to justify procurement programmes and/or quantities of armaments ordered by the Italian Government and procurement, thereby tying domestic procurements to industry-friendly initiatives in order to motivate international buyers.
**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Based on this analysis, the report proposes recommendations for change across three categories: those that aim to strengthen the integrity of institutions and policy making processes to reduce their vulnerability to external influence; those that improve controls of that external influence by fostering transparency and accountability; and those that encourage best practice in mitigating risk of undue influence within the defence industry.

1. **Strengthen the integrity of institutions and policy processes by:**
   - Establishing a regular process for publishing a codified document comparable to a defence white paper, to be reviewed by the MoD on a bi-annual basis and discussed and voted on in parliament.
   - Introducing a long-term (multi-year) budgeted procurement plan, closely linked to the general defence strategy, to be presented in parliament and voted on after a debate, decoupled from the approval of the annual General Budget Law.
   - Setting-up an authority tasked with conducting regular reviews of key defence acquisitions that would independently audit procurement programmes.
   - Implementing more transparent stages in the export licensing process, with the opportunity for MPs to access all the documents and debate and vote on selected licensing cases.

2. **Improve control and transparency of influence exerted through money, ideas and people by:**
   - Ensuring uniformity of conflict of interest controls and regulations for MPs and politically exposed persons across institutions asking for the highest level of transparency of their relevant relationships and benefits. Control and sanctioning powers in relation to conflict of interest regulations should be delegated to an independent authority equipped with adequate human and economic resources for the purpose.
   - Modifying revolving door regulations to provide a clearer definition of conflict of interest situations, so that decisions on the need for “cooling off” periods are less subjective and more consistently implemented. The scope of the regulations should also be extended to include all politically exposed persons, identify post-employment restrictions and extend the duration of the “cooling-off” periods.

3. **Companies active in the defence sector can improve integrity by:**
   - Approving a law that regulates lobbying across all relevant institutions, with clear definitions of what constitutes lobbying, a mandatory stakeholder register and a public agenda of meetings between stakeholders and authorities.
   - Introducing a legislative footprint to facilitate monitoring of policy decisions.
   - Improving transparency of funding of political foundations and think tanks, as well as membership and involvement of any politically exposed persons.
   - Improving internal controls on political contributions, charitable donations and lobbying.
   - Publishing details and expenditure of all political contributions, charitable donations and lobbying activities.
   - Implementing policies and procedures to better regulate conflicts of interest with public sector clients.
   - Improving controls to regulate exchanges of people with the public sector, including when offering employment or board functions.
Evidence-based and objective foreign policy and security debates are expected in well-functioning democracies. These should be conducted through state institutions that have the trust of the public. Policy decisions should be shaped through public consultation and debate with relevant stakeholders. These processes ensure prospective policy is fit for purpose and provided such processes are transparent, well-regulated, fair and inclusive, they contribute to an effective and stable society. Yet when individuals, groups or corporations wield disproportionate or unaccountable influence, this may undermine the public good and public funds may be squandered.

The risks and impacts of undue influence, where individuals or organisations try to persuade policy makers in favour of their interests are particularly significant in the defence and security sector. In the defence and security sector, high levels of secrecy and complexity, combined with close relations between government and industry, converge to create a potentially fertile ground for private interests to thrive.

This situation is further complicated by the different roles governments have with respect to the defence industry, being simultaneously both the main customer and the main regulator. Because government is reliant on the defence industry for the fulfilment of one of its core obligations – providing defence and security for its citizens – it is easy to see how lines in the relationship between the two can easily become blurred. If unchecked, the influence of the defence industry may damage the integrity of state institutions and pervert the aims of a national security strategy, while undermining market competition and good defence sector governance.

Objectives of the study

Transparency International Defence & Security (TI-DS) undertook this study as part of an analysis of the influence of the defence industry on the defence and security policy agendas of European countries. This report, focusing on the case of Italy, is one of two reports analysing this relationship at a country level. The aim of the study was to identify controls to reduce the risks of undue influence and make recommendations for a more ethical relationship between the defence industry and policy-making entities. It does so on the basis of an in-depth risk assessment of potential defence industry influence over the Italian Government’s decisions.

Germany and Italy were the two countries selected as case studies for this project. By virtue of having distinct institutional traditions, both countries provide an interesting spectrum of defence industry characteristics, industry-state relations, lobby regulations, and defence governance characteristics.

Compiled by Transparency International Defence and Security in cooperation with the Italian Coalition for Civil Liberties and Rights (CILD) and Osservatorio MilEx, this report analyses the risks of influence in a range of areas, from the development of the security and defence strategy to procurement processes. It identifies and details the weaknesses in the regulatory framework and its application that could allow undue influence to occur, and proposes influence controls in policy processes that would improve fair, accountable and transparent policy decisions.

Defence export issues are a part of, but not at the centre of this study. Where there are obvious relationships between the policies under analysis and arms trade issues, exports are taken into consideration. Governments might support and even promote exports if it is perceived that it is necessary for industry to generate income to help maintain national defence capability requirements. However, export issues in their own right, such as export licensing procedures and their violations or restrictions are not addressed in this study.

Approach

The capacity of an individual or organisation to influence government strategy or policy-making processes is extremely difficult to measure and monitor. Correlation of outcomes with a particular interest cannot be taken as evidence of cause and effect. Nor can a divergence of interests evidence the absence of undue influence.

The methodology used by TI-DS identifies potential weaknesses in regulations and policy decision-making processes which may leave them vulnerable to undue influence, rather than aiming to measure the actual extent to which undue influence is occurring. The development of solutions and controls are at the heart of this report. The aim is to offer a range of policy recommendations to address these systemic and regulatory weaknesses in order to ensure transparent and accountable policy-making in the defence sector.

The information, analysis and recommendations presented in this report are based on extensive desk research, the findings of which were explored in more detail during more than 20, mainly anonymous, interviews. The interviewees included various members of parliament from different political parties, including those privy to key parliamentary committees, current and former parliamentary staffers, former members of the Ministry of Defence (MoD), defence industry and interest group representatives, researchers and university professors. Interviews
THE ITALIAN DEFENCE SECTOR

Understanding the roots and direction of influence requires an understanding of the context within which it can occur. State-industry relationships vary between countries and are shaped by variables such as state ownership of military production, the importance of the defence sector for the economy, whether production is monopolised by a few large players or fragmented among many smaller ones, and the structure of the political and policy-making process designed to regulate and oversee the defence sector. All of these factors inform the way in which the state and the defence industry relate to each other, the channels of influence that exist, which individuals and institutions are the target of influence, and what form pressure might take.

Defence in the Italian political context

The main centre of power for defence-related decisions in Italy is the Government. The Cabinet and the President of the Republic make up the majority of the Supreme Council of Defence, a committee mandated by Article 87 of the Italian Constitution to ‘coordinate all activities related to national defence issues’. Parliament has the formal right to exercise scrutiny over defence policy, including international missions and arms acquisition. However, such scrutiny is often limited in practice, as parliament may simply implement political guidelines from the executive.

Much of the political elite approaches the Italian defence sector as a national asset to protect and support, as is the case in many countries, allowing these companies a degree of exceptionality as a result. For instance, public decision-makers have allowed revolving door cases in evident contradiction with the law, allowing people to hold multiple offices even when these roles may create a potential conflict of interest.1

Military capability and industry

Italy sees itself as a leading country for international operations in the broad Mediterranean region,2 with a vision that expands also to its adjacent regions.3 In recent years, the country has participated in various missions abroad, demonstrating a relatively active stance internationally.4 To implement this strategic vision, a surge in defence spending has been recorded in Italy since around 2015.5 The majority of these investments have been allocated to the domestic defence industry, particularly to those areas of industrial capability that the Italian Government considers vital for national security and is therefore committed to sustaining. Sectors such as military electronics, weapons and naval shipbuilding have all been recipients of state help.6

Italy hosts a broad and advanced defence industrial base, with capabilities ranging from subsectors such as fixed and rotary wing aircraft, to space systems, defence electronics, wheeled armoured vehicles weapons systems and shipbuilding.7 These companies are thought to contribute directly to boosting the national GDP and improving the balance of trade,8 even though it is difficult to estimate the extent of the contribution. According to a 2018 study, the Italian defence and aerospace industry is worth 13.5 billion euro, exports 70 per cent of production and were also conducted with investigative journalists, as well as staff from non-governmental associations.

The study first describes the characteristics of the Italian defence sector and the variables that affect state-industry relations. It then goes on to analyse influence pathways and identify vulnerabilities to influence in the policy process and finally, it proposes measures for better influence controls.

employs around 160,000 people.9 The investment in research and development stands at 1.4 billion euro, the second highest investment in a sector in Italy. 10

Italy’s defence industry is consolidated into ‘national champions’ – large corporations with a de facto monopoly in each warfare domain. For instance, the largest such domestic group by far is Leonardo which is the key domestic supplier of defence electronics equipment, aircraft, helicopters, naval artillery products and torpedoes and ranked 8th on the world’s largest arms producers list for 2018.11 Fincantieri is another ‘national champion’, as the main supplier of major warships, ranking 50th in SIPRI’s top 100 list for 2018,12 while Iveco Defence Vehicles is the leader in military land vehicles supplies.

In addition to the two top players, Leonardo and Fincantieri, the aerospace and defence sector contains over 4,000 small- and medium-sized companies in its supply-chains.13 Variations exist in the corporate ownership structures of small- and medium-sized companies and in the proportion of revenues generated by defence contracts. Despite these variances, Italy’s major defence producers remain, at least partially, under the State’s control14 with the Italian Government owning –30 per cent of shares in Leonardo15 and indirectly owning shares in Fincantieri, which is –71 per cent owned by CDP Industria, which in turn is –83 per cent owned by Italy’s Ministry of Economy and Finance.16

Two key mechanisms through which the Italian State has preserved its primacy in defence industry are the so-called ‘golden powers’ and the right to nominate top management in companies in which it retains a level of control. This refers to the provisions of Law no. 21/2012 and its subsequent government decrees, which provide the State with the right to intervene in key strategic sectors, like defence and security, affecting the regulation for private or partially facto-owned companies.17

More specifically, the government can mandate conditions that potential buyers must meet in order to be able to proceed with shares acquisition; block board decisions aimed at changing particularly important procedures, such as statutory safeguard clauses or similar; and block the takeover of prospective buyers when it is deemed that the acquisition would harm ‘national interests’.18

Additionally, the Italian Government withholds the right to nominate quotas of the top management of the largest defence companies like Leonardo or Fincantieri, depending on the number of shares held by the State. Despite recent improvements in transparency by Leonardo for instance on the appointment process and composition of the board,19 such appointments are frequently political, with board members bringing political mandates and relationships with them.20

### The defence market

According to the most recent data in 2019, Italy ranked 12th on the list of the world’s top military spenders, spending nearly 26.8 billion US dollars on defence, equating to a 1.4 per cent share of GDP.21 In the same timeframe, trends evidenced by data from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI),22 showed that Italy was in the top 10 list of arms exporters (2.1 per cent share of the global market) and in 20th place on the importers list. This shows that a fair proportion of weapons produced in Italy are destined for the foreign market, while the domestic needs for the Italian military are mainly satisfied by Italian companies, in particular defence companies like Leonardo or Fincantieri, depending on the number of shares held by the State. Despite recent improvements in transparency by Leonardo for instance on the appointment process and composition of the board,23 such appointments are frequently political, with board members bringing political mandates and relationships with them.24

---


10 Ibid, p.21


12 Ibid, p.10

13 The European House - Fondazione Ambrosetti and Leonardo S.p.A. (cit. 9) p.3

14 Ibid.


23 The difference in the figures shown has several causes: firstly, the data of the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) derive from global assessments and from figures published by government offices (with subsequent cross-checking) while those of Osservatorio MIEx derive from an analysis of documents of the State budget. Secondly, SIPRI presents the final figures and not the forecasted ones provided for by the Budget Law. For the MIEx data, see: Francesco Vignarca, ‘Military expenditure 2019: the first data from the Budget Law’ (Osservatorio MIEx, 17 February 2019) [https://www.milex.org/2019/02/17/spese-militari-2019-i-primi-dati-dalla-legge-di-bilancio/ [accessed 18 March 2021].
The expenses for armaments in Italy continue to increase: 5.6 billion euro confirmed in 2020 with a projection of more than 6 billion euro for 2021, representing a change of +7 per cent in one year and maintaining the strong growth trend that led to a double digit increase in the last 10 years. In particular, such investments are possible only thanks to the financial contributions of the Ministry of Economic Development (MISE), which have also been increasing in recent years: at least 3 billion euro devoted to arms acquisition (or related costs) in the last four years.²⁴

PATHWAYS OF INFLUENCE: MONEY, IDEAS, PEOPLE

The way in which industry influence is exerted can be overtly financial, for instance through contributions to political parties and campaigns. It can also take its course through promoting certain ideas or converting people to its cause.

Money involves influence exerted over the policy process through financial means, ranging from political contributions to direct financial interests of decision-makers that have the potential to generate a conflict of interest. Pathways of influence in ideas facilitate the transfer of knowledge and information between the private and public sectors. The most prominent example of this type of exchange is traditional lobbying, but think tanks and external consultants can also play a role in facilitating undue influence. The pathway of influence through people relates to the movement of individuals between the public and private sectors or their close interactions with public institutions, the military or other associations. These relationships are even more significant given the high levels of complexity and intrinsic lack of transparency in both the defence institutions and the defence industry. Below we explore some of the most prominent opportunities for exerting influence on policy in Italy, along with their role in the defence sector.

TRADITIONAL LOBBYING

A comparative analysis of European regulation on lobbying shows that the practice is still one of the main channels to exert influence on public decision-makers due to lack of, or weaknesses in, national regulations.\(^\text{25}\) The Italian context is particularly problematic, since there is no standalone law regulating lobbying activities at the national level.\(^\text{26}\) There have been efforts to change the status quo, and more than 50 bills have been introduced to parliament since 1976, however, only a few were actually discussed in the parliamentary committees, and none have been voted through.\(^\text{27}\) Since the beginning of the new legislative term in 2018, at least eight different bills to regulate lobbying have been proposed in Parliament, but none has been approved so far.\(^\text{28}\)

Despite this legal vacuum, the Italian Supreme Court (‘Corte di Cassazione’) has confirmed the lawfulness of lobbying.\(^\text{29}\) In the absence of a national law, some national public administrations have recently adopted their own regulations on lobbying.

Notably, the Chamber of Deputies (but not the Senate) introduced a register of lobbyists in 2017.\(^\text{30}\) Registration is compulsory for organisations and persons who want to obtain accreditation to represent private interests in the Chamber’s premises, and the register is published online.\(^\text{31}\) At the end of each year, registrants have to submit a report, published online, detailing the goals pursued through their lobbying activities, the ways in which they carried out their activities, the contacts they actually established with MPs and the persons they employed for these activities.

At the government level, in 2016, the then Minister of Economic Development Carlo Calenda introduced a transparency register for the Ministry of Economic Development,\(^\text{32}\) which was confirmed and extended to the Ministry of Labour by his successor, Minister Luigi Di Maio, in 2018. The structure of these two registers is closely modelled on the EU Transparency Register,\(^\text{33}\) jointly held by the European Parliament and

---


\(^\text{26}\) in the absence of a national law, some regions have adopted regional laws on lobbying – for example Tuscany, Molise and Abruzzo. These regional laws are based on the European Transparency Register, focusing on transparency and participation and provide for a register, a list of permitted lobbying tools and specific sanctions. However, due to the limited geographical and sectoral scope, these laws do not affect lobbying in the context of defence policy formation, which by definition is an issue that is decided at national level. Transparency International Italia, Lobbying and Democracy: The Representation of Interests in Italy (TI: Milan), 2014, p.8, https://www.transparency.it/it/informati/publicazioni/lobbying-e-democrazia [accessed 18 March 2021].

\(^\text{27}\) Ibid, p.8

\(^\text{28}\) The eight bills have been proposed by MPs from the Democratic Party (Fregolent, Madia, Misiani, Valente, Verducci), the Five Star Movement (Silvestri, Morra) and the Socialist Party (Nencini), Maria C. Antonucci, ‘Cosa succede nel Movimento 5 Stelle sul tema delle lobby?’ (Formiche, 19 June 2019), https://formiche.net/2019/06/movimento-5-stelle-lobby/ [accessed 18 March 2021].


Consultative openness beyond lobbying

In addition to lobbying in a strict sense, there are examples of legislation that indirectly show openness towards stakeholder consultation in the decision-making process. For example, Law no. 246/2005 introduces a new mechanism to increase participation by stakeholders in the decision-making process of the Italian Government. Article 14 of the Law provides that the government must conduct a preliminary analysis of the impact of its planned normative acts (“analisi dell’impatto della regolamentazione”, Air) on citizens, businesses and the functioning of the public administration. The analysis should also include a phase of open consultation with interested stakeholders, and the results of such consultations are to be made public. In addition to stakeholder consultation by the government, consultation of interest holders in the legislative process is also regulated as part of the regulations of the two houses that make up the Italian Parliament. Article 144 of the Rules of the Chamber of Deputies provides that all parliamentary committees can organise hearings with “any person who can provide useful details for the purpose of the activities of the Chamber”. Similar powers are granted to MPs sitting in the Senate.

The lack of regulation of lobbying is reflected in a number of issues that make lobbying a potential avenue for policy influence in Italy.

First, a negative cultural perception of lobbying hinders open and transparent procedures, even within the limits of the aforementioned regulations. As noted by Prof. Petrillo, in Italy “the word ‘lobby’ has come to have criminal connotations and has been used as a byword for ‘corruption’”. In such a context, lobbyists are not encouraged to conduct their activities openly, and the political elite is concerned that regulating lobby groups would reflect badly on them for election purposes, presuming that regulating the practice would equate to legitimising lobbying. Lobbying is a fact of public life in all countries, and thus the absence of specific regulation in Italy pushes the practice into the territory of ‘the informal’ - behind closed doors.

Second, it is not possible to have a reliable map of who is a lobbyist in Italy, due to the lack of a clear definition of lobbying and lack of a mandatory national register of lobbyists. Meetings between policymakers and lobbyists can take place inside or outside of parliament, and the frequency or specific topics discussed cannot be monitored effectively. In short, any interest group – including the defence industry – can exercise unmonitored influence on the legislative process in Italy. Indirect forms of lobbying such as advisory committees or external advice and consultancies requested by policymakers can also be channels for industry to exert influence, and as such their composition and working methods require more regulation. This is particularly true in the current context of Italian politics, as the national elections of 2018 introduced to the Italian Parliament a large number of MPs and government officials holding their first post in public office.

Third, there is no requirement for defence companies to declare their annual lobbying expenses, which is particularly problematic given the salience of these direct bilateral meetings in defence policy-making where the government relies heavily on domestic industry for the supply of the majority of their equipment and services. Available data, such as that contained in the Chamber of Deputies’ register, suggests that big arms corporations tend to have in-house staff in charge of their institutional relationships. Small and medium defence enterprises may decide to subcontract their lobbying activities to specialised, external agencies, given the potential lack of expertise and internal capacity. Annual revenues of lobbying and public relations (PR)
firms in Italy suggest that this phenomenon is on the rise. However, as these companies have confidentiality clauses, it is nearly impossible for the public to understand who is funding these agencies and to what extent. Any register to monitor lobbying activities of the Italian arms industry should therefore include, as a minimum, the budget that stakeholders allocate for lobbying activities, the number of lobbyists involved, including details of their names, affiliation, website and the number of meetings held with the authorities, including details of the issues discussed.

Good practice: EU Transparency Register
A leading lobbying expert views the EU Transparency Register jointly held by the European Parliament and Commission as best practice. Registrants in the EU Transparency Register of interest representatives must sign a code of conduct and declare the main EU initiatives, policies and legislative files they follow; as well as their meetings with commissioners, members of their cabinet or director-generals; the number of lobbyists involved; the persons accredited for access to European Parliament premises; and their lobbying expenses. However, even the EU Register could be considered to be lacking some important information. For example, only the persons accredited for access to the European Parliament – and not all the lobbyists an organisation employs – have to be named individually. In addition, only meetings with European Commission representatives – and not other meetings with individual MEPs – have to be registered.

The EU Transparency Register has enabled the creation of easily usable tools by civil society organisations to track lobbying activities at the EU level (mainly focusing on lobbying expenses and meetings), as well as reports on lobbying by specific interest groups, including the defence industry. By contrast, no similar initiatives exist in the Italian context, due to the lack of an equivalent register. The current register held by the Italian Chamber of Deputies does not contain details about the budget spent on lobbying, the dates of meetings, the subjects discussed in meetings with individual MPs, or the parliamentary intergroups in which stakeholders participate.

If registrants were required to submit more specific information to the Chamber of Deputies’ register it could then become a valuable resource to help researchers and the general public to better understand lobbying activities in the Italian Parliament. Moreover, the current regulation that covers only the lower house is clearly insufficient, as both houses of the Italian Parliament have the same powers to approve laws and votes of confidence in the government. The regulation should be extended to cover both houses of Parliament, as well as all Government ministries.

Defence industry lobbyists
Three major defence companies are registered in the Italian Chamber of Deputies Register: Leonardo, Fincantieri and MBDA Italia. Each company has two lobbyists with parliamentary accreditation. The Register’s regulation prohibits individuals who hold public office as members of the government or parliament in the previous 12 months from gaining accreditation to represent private interests in the Chamber’s premises.

MBDA and Fincantieri employ lobbyists who previously held public office, albeit in times or positions not restricted by the regulation. In June 2019, the President of the Chamber of Deputies, Roberto Fico, enforced the first sanctions related to the register, suspending accreditation of 11 registrants whose reports did not include all the required information; for example, the names of the individual MPs contacted. Leonardo, Fincantieri and MBDA all submitted reports concerning their lobbying activities in 2019, where they name several individual MPs they contacted, including members of the Defence and


43 Interview with an expert on lobbying in Italy and Europe, 2018; European Commission and European Parliament, ‘EU Transparency Register’ (cit. 33).

44 The EU Register includes details about the date and location of the meeting, the subjects discussed (albeit in very general terms) and the Commission representative, though it does not list the relevant company representative present at the meeting.

45 The amount of information provided by registrants differs significantly, with some voluntarily disclosing more than others. For example, the profile of Transparency International includes detailed information about the main initiatives followed by the organisation, the staff involved (including names of staff that has previously worked for EU institutions), and an external link to meetings with all EU decision makers including MEPs. See: European Commission and European Parliament, EU Transparency Register – Transparency International’, 20 May 2020, http://ec.europa.eu/transparencyregister/public/consultation/displaylobbyist.do?id=591222919-71 [accessed 18 March 2021].


50 MBDA Italia employs Giuseppe Cossiga, who was member of the Chamber of Deputies from 2001 to 2013 and Undersecretary of Defence from 2008 to 2011 before starting to work for MBDA in 2017; Fincantieri employs Simone Mazzucca, who was a public official in the Ministry of Defence from 2014 to 2016 before starting to work for Fincantieri in 2018.  

Economic Activities Committees, as well as undersecretaries of defence. These reports were not subject to any sanctions and it is not known how much detail was originally provided. As noted by Openpolis, even when complete, the information included in the reports is often very general and superficial, as it details neither the budget spent on lobbying activities, nor the dates of meetings and subjects discussed with individual MPs.\(^\text{52}\)

In the register of the Ministry of Economic Development (MISE), defence industry representatives presently registered include, amongst others, Leonardo, Fincantieri and the defence industry association AIAD.\(^\text{53}\) However, the declarations are incomplete and often not up to date. Leonardo’s profile does not declare any lobbying expenses for 2018 nor the number of lobbyist employed, while the data for the subsequent year is not yet available.\(^\text{54}\) Fincantieri declares four lobbyists and between 900,000 euro and 1 million euro in lobbying expenditure in 2015, but has not submitted information since,\(^\text{55}\) while AIAD’s most recent declaration is from 2016 declaring 25 lobbyists and between 1 and 1.25 million euro in expenses.\(^\text{56}\) Some smaller companies declare higher lobbying expenses, with Elettronica and Thales Alenia Space Italia declaring more than 10 million euro in expenses in 2015 and 2017 respectively.\(^\text{57}\)

As for lobbying meetings, a section of the register’s website contains the agendas of meetings for the Minister, undersecretaries or director generals with stakeholders.\(^\text{58}\)

However, unlike in the EU Transparency register, this information is not included in the profiles of the registrants, meaning that in order to see when a particular stakeholder met with the Ministry’s representatives, one would need to check the agendas. For example, former Minister Calenda’s agenda indicates that he met Fincantieri’s representatives 10 times and Leonardo’s representatives eight times between October 2016 and February 2018 to discuss issues ranging from the companies’ industrial plans to exports and investments abroad.\(^\text{59}\)

His successor Luigi Di Maio met Fincantieri’s representatives five times and Leonardo’s representatives once between September 2018 and May 2019.\(^\text{60}\) The current Minister Stefano Patuanelli met Fincantieri’s representatives four times and Leonardo’s representatives once between September 2019 and July 2020. There is no information on what was discussed.

### Lobbying through parliamentary intergroups

Another forum that provides opportunities for lobbying at the parliamentary level and lacks regulation is parliamentary intergroups - informal groups composed of MPs from different parties that focus on particular subjects and engage with civil society representatives. In Italy, these groups lack any kind of regulation and most of them do not have a website or a public list of members.\(^\text{61}\) In comparison, the European Parliament’s rules establish that each intergroup must publish a list of members and a declaration of financial interest, disclosing any outside support it receives in the form of financial assistance, human resources or equipment.\(^\text{62}\)


64 According to the website, the agendas and all meeting information should be updated every two months. Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico, ‘Calendario incontri con i portatori di interesse’, http://registrastransparenza.mise.gov.it/indice.php?consultare-il-registro/details/L16 [accessed 19 March 2021].


66 Luigi Di Maio was Minister of Economic Development from June 2018 to September 2019. However, agendas of his meetings are not available for the periods June-August 2018 and May-September 2019.


Spazio: Space Parliamentary Intergroup

One intergroup in the Italian Parliament that is relevant for the aerospace and defence industry is the group “Spazio” (Space), which operated during the 2013 to 2018 XVII legislative term and was formed again at the beginning of the XVIII legislature.\(^63\) Its counterpart in the European Parliament, the “Sky and Space” intergroup, is considered close to the aerospace and defence industry, and its administrative staff (consisting of 2-3 secretaries) is provided by the Aerospace and Defence Industries Association of Europe (ASD), the association comprising Europe’s main defence companies.\(^64\) In the Italian context, it is difficult to know to what extent the Space intergroup may be exposed to influence by the defence industry, as information about its members, activities or external support is not made public.

According to the Italian magazine Formiche – which organised the launch event of the Intergroup together with the specialised aerospace magazine Apress – the Intergroup’s members include four members of the Chamber of Deputies’ Defence Committee, as well as members of the Budget and the Economic Activities Committees. Together, these members represent the four main parties in the Parliament: Five Star Movement, Democratic Party, League and Forza Italia.

Among the Intergroup’s goals is to support Italy’s aerospace industry, whose representatives were present at the launch event, including Argotec, Avio and the two Thales-Leonardo joint ventures (Telespazio and Thales Alenia Space).\(^65\) Given the overlap between the defence and space industries and the increasing international competition and militarisation of space, the Space Intergroup in the Italian Parliament may provide a possible avenue for the defence industry to exert influence on Italy’s defence policies concerning space, for example investments into military satellites, though there is no clear evidence of such undue influence to date.

Transparency of parliamentary hearings

The existing regulations on inclusiveness and transparency of public consultations and parliamentary hearings suffer from weak substance and implementation.\(^66\) The system of parliamentary hearings is completely voluntary; as such, there is no minimum standard or best practice with regards to the frequency of these meetings, the expected breadth of consultations/stakeholders who are consulted, or transparency about the topics being discussed. In contrast to hearings of members of the Government and other public officials, for which stenographic recordings are published, hearings of private sector representatives and other sector experts are entirely discretionary. Written reports of these hearings do not exist, although they are sometimes streamed on the web-TV of the Parliament.\(^67\)

Defence Industry – Parliamentary exchanges

The Defence Committees of the Chamber and the Senate regularly hear from top defence industry executives. These hearings are intended to inform the Committees and aid decision making, with industry representatives being invited to share expertise and insights from the practice.

- Leonardo’s CEO Profumo presented to the Senate’s Defence Committee on 9 May 2019 about the prospects for Italian arms exports,\(^68\) by the Chamber’s and the Senate’s Defence and Economic Activities Committees on 5 September 2018 about the European Defence Fund,\(^69\) and by the Chamber’s Defence and Economic Activities Committees on 25 October 2017 about the prospects for the company.\(^70\)

- Fincantieri’s CEO Bono attended hearings of the Senate’s Defence Committee on 9 March 2019 about the prospects for Italian arms exports,\(^71\) by the Chamber’s Foreign Affairs and Economic Activities Committees on 26 October 2017 about Italy-France naval cooperation agreements,\(^72\) and by the Chamber’s Economic Activities Committee on 16 May 2017 about Fincantieri’s 2016-2020 industrial plan.\(^73\)

---


\(^65\) Pioppi, ‘Spazio protagonista in Parlamento. Eco il nuovo Integrum’ (cit. 63).

\(^66\) OECD, Lobbyists, Governments and Public Trust, (cit. 29) p.186.

\(^67\) Pioppi, ‘Spazio protagonista in Parlamento. Eco il nuovo Integrum’ (cit. 63).


POLITICAL FOUNDATIONS

In an analysis of political party financing, Mattia Di Ietti characterises political foundations as discussed here as a “personal think tank” connected with individual political leaders and used as a direct vehicle of funding for the political class.74 The scope of Italy’s campaign financing law allows easy circumvention of the existing regulations through common ‘third-party funding’ mechanisms.75 In recent years, entities linked with political parties have been involved in substantial financial flows to and from political figures, as evidenced by the funding scandal of Lega Nord.76 Recently they were also described by the President of the Italian Anti-corruption Authority (ANAC), Raffaele Cantone as the “new playing ground for exerting influence”.77

Looking beyond the foundations’ financing role, OpenPolis have highlighted that political foundations have become increasingly prominent in Italian political debate as a result of the strong presence of political figures in their membership.78 An analysis of the networks of the 2,942 people involved in the governing bodies of these 101 entities, revealed a web of memberships and ties that involves individuals and organisations from across the political spectrum. Effectively, political foundations provide politicians with new venues for hosting political debate, replacing the traditional role that political parties held before their recent crisis.79 Available data shows that more than 22 per cent of these entities have at least 10 members who are also involved in other political foundations. Some of these associations are directly linked with political parties or movements – for example the Fondazione EYU or Associazione Rousseau – who declare their mission’s alignment with a party in their statutes. Others have indirect links, inferred from the proportion of members affiliated with a political party.80

Political foundations had weaker transparency and reporting obligations than political parties despite their clear link with politics, until a new law was introduced in 2018 tackling some of the problems, but not all.81 Until then, as reported by OpenPolis, only 19 of the 101 surveyed foundations published their budget, whilst only three also disclosed a list of their donors. In the absence of clear legal requirements, some associations chose to publish only the initials of their donors, or to publish only the names of people who gave their consent. Less sensitive information, such as the statute or mission, was also missing from 55 per cent of these organisations’ available documents.82 The overlap of political presence and financial opacity made these entities potential vehicles of influence through money.

“The limited financial transparency [of political foundations] makes it very hard to monitor their sources of funding, and also to identify the specific beneficiary of that sum within the foundation. These entities have been beneficiaries of expensive properties sold under price [as a form of bribe] but also money paid in return for services like research studies on very diverse topics”.83

More than just vehicles for political finance, political foundations are also a medium for personal connections and influence on policy through thought leadership. Their diverse membership base tends to include politicians and companies, and through publications, presentations and training they endeavour to contribute to and influence public discourse and political debate. What emerges is an interconnected web of individuals pushing a political, economic and societal agenda.84

76 OECD, Financing Democracy (cit. 75).
78 In its analysis, OpenPolis only included entities with an active website or that took part in their survey; a total of 121 entities were identified as belonging to this category. Openpolis, Cogito Ergo Sum 2017: Think tank, fondazioni e associazioni politiche in Italia, (Openpolis: Roma), May 2017, pp. 6-7 http://mindiosseri.openpolis.it/2017/04/Cogito_ergo_sum_2017 [accessed 19 March 2021].
80 Openpolis, Cogito Ergo Sum 2018 (cit. 79) p.16.
Case study: ItalianiEuropei and Italiadecide

ItalianiEuropei and Italiadecide are recognised as some of the best connected political foundations in the country. They have two ministers on their steering committee (Boccia and Speranza), three additional members of parliament as members, and another minister (Provenzano) and an undersecretary (Guerra) on its editorial committee. Italiadecide on the other hand is characterised as bringing together academics, public officials and entrepreneurs with the aim, amongst others, of promoting “studies and research on specific issues to be submitted to the attention of the political and institutional world.”

Italy’s largest defence producer Leonardo is connected to both of these foundations. The company is listed as member of Italiadecide, and it makes membership contributions to the association according to the foundation’s statute. The foundation works on topics of interest to Leonardo. For example, in 2018, the foundation published a report on dual technologies with civilian and military purposes – an area in which Leonardo itself is active. The report, edited by a vice president of Research and Market Analysis at Leonardo proposes “national policies to position Italy among the leading countries in European defence policy.” Leonardo is a member of other political foundations and cultural associations, including the Aspen Institute Italia and the Associazione Amici dell’Accademia dei Lincei.

Besides being a member of the main political foundations, Leonardo has its own foundations: Fondazione Ansaldo and Fondazione Leonardo – Civiltà delle Macchine. In 2017, Leonardo also bought shares of Istituto Trecciani, which publishes Italy’s most important and prestigious encyclopaedia, as well as a geopolitical atlas edited by ISPI.

The network of persons across these influential foundations, policy makers and industry is dense. In the example of Leonardo, itself a member of Italiadecide, it is also connected to ItalianiEuropei and the Leonardo Foundation in the person of Francesco Profumo, who is on the steering committee of the former and scientific committee of the latter. Leonardo’s CEO Alessandro Profumo is also an individual member of Italiadecide, while in turn Italiadecide’s president Alessandro Palarza is on the steering committee of the Leonardo Foundation. Giovanni Maria Flick holds positions in both the Italiadecide and the Leonardo Foundation, as does Alessandro Pajno, the President emeritus of the Council of State. The former Lenonardo board member Marta Dassu held positions in several other highly influential foundations whilst on the board including: Aspen Institute Italia, Fondazione Eni Enrico Mattei, Fondazione Italia USA. Mr De Gennaro, who was Leonardo’s President until May 2020, was also President of Centro Studi Americani, a think tank promoting Italy-US relations.

While there is nothing necessarily illegal with engagement across societal and political institutions, it can carry a risk of conflicts of interest and the ability to disproportionately influence public policy at the expense of those with less direct access. At the very minimum, enhanced transparency of such engagements is needed. Leonardo received one of the highest scores on transparency of their customer engagement on TI-DS’s Defence Companies Index 2020. Yet, there is little to no mention on its website of its involvement in political foundations, details of its membership fees or activities of its own company officers or that of its foundation, though it makes no secret of its involvement in these foundations. While the company provides information on some charitable contributions and lobbying expenditure, activities through these influential political foundations fall through the cracks.

85 Openpolis, Cogito ergo sum 2020 (cit. 84)
86 Ibid.
89 Italiadecide, ‘Statute’ (cit. 87)
92 The Associazione Amici dell’Accademia dei Lincei promotes relations between industry and the Accademia dei Lincei, which gathers Italy’s most senior academic figures. See: Associazione Amici dell’Accademia dei Lincei, ‘Amici’ https://www.associazioneamicilincei.it/amici [accessed 19 March 2021].
96 Italiadecide, ‘Members’ (cit. 88)
97 Fondazione Leonardo – Civiltà delle Macchine, ‘La Fondazione’ (cit. 94)
98 Openpolis, Cogito ergo sum 2020 (cit. 84)
99 Centro Studi Americani does not publish a list of its members. The honorary president of the Centre is Giuliano Amato, who was Italy’s Prime Minister in 1992-1993 and 2000-2001 and is currently a Judge of Italy’s Constitutional Court (since 2013). See: Centro Studi Americani, ‘Consiglio di Amministrazione’, https://centrostudiamericani.org/consiglio-di-amministrazione/ [accessed 19 March 2021].
Regulation until 2018 made it impossible to know who contributed financially to these organisations and the extent of these contributions – unless these entities chose to voluntarily disclose information on their annual budgets, members, and donors. The new Law on anti-corruption introduced in 2018 and dubbed the ‘corruption destroyer’ (known as the ‘spazzacorrotti’ bill) included measures to increase the transparency of political financing. It aims to mitigate the issues associated with the opacity of political foundations, but concerns remain about whether the new definition of political foundations is fit for purpose.\textsuperscript{101} Article 11(4) lists the entities that should be considered ‘politically affiliated’, significantly expanding the scope of application of the law.\textsuperscript{102} Political foundations, associations or committees are those that have governing bodies determined in full or in part by political parties or movements; political personalities with a seat in those governing bodies;\textsuperscript{103} or those that have made donations of 5,000 euro or more to political parties or movements.\textsuperscript{104} However, this may still not cover the whole spectrum of entities that have meaningful financial flows to and from political figures. Entities with indirect links to politics are not within the scope and the law narrowly focuses on elected officials using a narrow definition of decision-making bodies within foundations.\textsuperscript{105} Casaleggio Associati,\textsuperscript{106} for instance, which has a significant role in the activities of the Five Star Movement, will not have to report their donations, and even Italianeuropei falls outside of the definition.\textsuperscript{107} Similarly, the definition may exclude many entities like certain think tanks, which play an important role in linking politics with industry through events and gatherings.


\textsuperscript{102} Openpolis, Cogito ergo Sum 2020 (cit. 84)

\textsuperscript{103} For the previous definition, see: Gazetta Ufficiale, ‘Decree-Law 28 December 2013, n. 149’, Art 5(4), http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2013/12/28/13G00194/sg%20 [accessed 19 March 2021].

\textsuperscript{104} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{106} Openpolis, Cogito ergo Sum 2020 (cit. 84)

\textsuperscript{107} Casaleggio Associati’s website states that “[s]ince 2005 Casaleggio Associati manages the blog of Beppe Grillo, participating in the dynamics of aggregation and development through the Internet, which led to the founding and success of the 5 Star Movement”. See: Casaleggio Associati, ‘Chi Siamo’, https://www.casaleggio.it/chi-siamo/ [accessed 19 March 2021].

\textsuperscript{108} Openpolis, Cogito ergo Sum 2020 (cit. 84) p.51
The links between think tanks and the political elite demonstrate how influential these networks can be in policy formation. This is particularly true in a highly technical subject like defence. This influence is not necessarily unwarranted, but it presents the risk that advice given by think tanks is influenced by funding from defence companies. Among the main Italian think tanks working on defence policies are: the Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI), which runs a research programme on defence and regularly publishes papers and reports on issues ranging from Italy’s defence budget to its defence acquisition programmes; the Istituto per gli Studi di Politica Internazionale (ISPI), which focuses on foreign policy and deals indirectly with defence policies; and the Centro Studi Internazionali (CESI), which has a defence research programme.

There are three distinct pathways of potential influence by third parties, including industry, through think tanks:

First, the relevance and visibility of their publications for policymakers is evidenced by the fact that the three think tanks mentioned above have a regular collaboration with Italy’s Parliament and Ministry of Foreign Affairs within the framework of the Observatory on International Politics, which publishes reports and papers on Italy’s foreign and defence policies. In particular, IAI provides input to the Observatory’s recent studies concerning, among other things, government-to-government arms exports, the EU Common Security and Defence Policy, autonomous weapons and nuclear disarmament. The Military Centre for Strategic Studies (Centro Militare di Studi Strategici, CeMiSS) within Italy’s Ministry of Defence also publishes in-depth studies about Italy’s defence policies and arms acquisition programmes, in part commissioning them from external experts working for universities or think tanks such as IAI.

---

**Breakdown of contributions from defence companies to think tanks**

**Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI)** accepts and declares financial contributions from defence companies for specific research projects, for example:

- A May 2020 study on battle tanks and the modernisation and replacement of Italy’s Ariete tanks was undertaken with financial support from Leonardo. Leonardo produces Italy’s tanks in a joint venture with Iveco Defence Vehicles (Iveco – Oto Melara).

- A March 2019 study on European programmes for a sixth generation fighter jet received funding from Leonardo. The study argued in favour of Italy joining the UK’s Tempest project, a joint development involving BAE Systems, Rolls Royce, MBDA UK and Leonardo UK since July 2018.

- A March 2014 study on Italy’s combat aircraft and Italy’s participation in Lockheed Martin’s F-35 programme – which stressed the major role played by Italy’s defence companies in the programme – received a financial contribution from Lockheed Martin. A previous 2008 study on the F-35 received financial support from Leonardo.

---


110 IAI per gli Studi di Politica Internazionale (ISPI), ‘Cybersecurity’, https://www.ispi.it/it/Ricerca/cybersecurity [accessed 19 March 2021].


112 IAI produces the “Focus on Euro-Atlantic relations” every three months for the Observatory, which also addresses defence issues. See: Parlamento Italiano, ‘Osservatorio di Politica Internazionale’, http://www.parlamento.it/643 [accessed 19 March 2021].


received support from Alenia Aeronautica (now Leonardo), the main Italian company taking part in the F-35’s production.\\n
A July 2018 study on European and Italian access to space received support from Avio SpA, which produces the launcher Vega and participates in the development of the launcher Ariane 6 by Ariane Group.\\n
A 2014 study on the role of dual-use helicopters in the security and defence field and a 2016 study about the use of drones for European security received contributions from Leonardo, itself a major producer of helicopters and drones.

There is no suggestion that these reports led to improper findings as a result of their connections with the defence companies mentioned.

In addition to publishing influential studies on the defence sector, IAI’s experts include a number of people with strong links with the Italian and EU institutions.

Michele Nones, who was Director of IAI’s Security and Defence Programme until 2015 and is currently an IAI Scientific Advisor, has been a consultant for the Italian government and MoD in various capacities (for example, he was the Advisor for European Affairs to Italian Defence Minister Roberta Pinotti).

IAI Director Nathalie Tocci, who has held the post since 2017, was Special Adviser to the High Representative for Foreign Policy and Vice-President of the European Commission Federica Mogherini. Tocci is now Special Advisor to Mogherini’s successor, Josep Borrell.

On its Steering Committee, IAI gathers representatives from both government and the defence industry. This has included high-profile public representatives such as former Defence Minister Roberta Pinotti, former EU High Representative Federica Mogherini, and former Defence Chief of Staff Vincenzo Camporini, among others. They sit alongside people active in the defence industry – some of whom held public offices themselves – like AIAI President Guido Crosetto, former Leonardo board member Marta Dassù and Fincantieri’s Vice President for European and NATO Relations Andrea Manciulì, as well as Giampiero Massolo, Chairman of Fincantieri and Giovanni De Gennaro, former President of Leonardo.

Second, there is a clear channel for influence through funding from defence companies to think tanks. Defence companies are generally not transparent about their financial contributions to think tanks, despite the fact that Law no. 124 of 2017 establishes that think tanks must publish the contributions they receive from public administrations or any companies controlled by the State. As in the case of political parties, in recent years public funding for think tanks has shrunk and private funding by large corporations has become increasingly important. In the case of IAI, funding from Leonardo has sustained its Security and Defence Programme in the absence of adequate public funding.

This is a problem for policy formation, as politicians and public administrations often rely on the research outputs of think tanks as a critical source of information in highly specialised and complex domains such as defence and foreign policy. Indeed, as set out previously, both the Italian Parliament and Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Defence regularly commission expert studies from such think tanks, as they lack the in-house expertise and capacity.

Transparency of financial contributions to think tanks: Leonardo

Leonardo’s 2017 Sustainability Report states that “Leonardo actively participates in the discussions about economic, political and geopolitical issues by promoting activities of the main think tanks, such as the Italian Institute for International Political Studies (Istituto per gli Studi di Politica Internazionale – ISPI), the International Affairs Institute (IAI), the Chatham House and the Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS).” The report
Third, in addition to publishing research outputs in favour of certain decisions, think tanks can facilitate influence by hosting events where the defence industry and politicians can meet and exchange ideas. Events at think tanks can provide opportunities for defence companies to sustain their informal networks with the authorities and to lobby decision makers informally. The lack of equal opportunity to access decision-makers can create the perception of undue influence. It is difficult to determine what constitutes equal access to decision-makers, whether between defence companies and other interest groups or that of semi state owned companies like Leonardo versus private ones like Iveco. Nonetheless, the lack of transparency on the potential impact of such encounters and who is involved can contribute to the perception of unfair access to representation.

Combining lobbying and engagement: Think tank events

Since 2015, ISPI has held a major annual event focused on Italy’s foreign policy in the Mediterranean – Rome MED – with Leonardo as the event’s official partner and Fincantieri as a major sponsor. The fourth time this event was held on 22-24 November 2018, it was attended by Italy’s President, Prime Minister, Defence and Foreign Ministers, as well as foreign leaders> Three Leonardo representatives also spoke at the conference: Leonardo’s then President Gianni De Gennaro, its CEO Alessandro Profumo and its Director of Security & Information Systems, Strategy & Technologies, Giorgio Mosca.

Defence industry associations also organise in-person events for the Italian defence sector. Industry group AIAD, for example, organised an event focused on Italy’s defence industrial policies in July 2019, which was attended by the Defence Minister, Elisabetta Trenta and the Chief of Defence Enzo Vecciarelli, as well as Leonardo’s and Fincanieri’s Chief Executives, Alessandro Profumo and Giuseppe Bono. A similar event was organised by AIAD and held in November 2019 with the new Defence Minister Lorenzo Guerini.

Leonardo’s website states that “in 2019, membership fees to trade associations, industrial and business organizations, technical associations and think tanks amounted to around 5 million euro (approx. 5 million euro in 2018, 4.8 million euro in 2017 and approx. 5 million euro in 2016). Specifically, the three most substantial fees paid in 2019 relate to Confindustria (local and regional associations) for 2.4 million euro, AIAD (Italian Industry Federation for Aerospace, Defence and Security) for 1.2 million euro and Fondazione Ansaldi for 0.1 million euro”.

While Leonardo does publish a list of its memberships in industry associations, does not systematically disclose relationships with think tanks and foundations outside the scope of this definition and provides limited information on financing. Membership fees and other potential contributions to individual foundations or think tanks are not detailed beyond the three primary recipients mentioned above.

The company’s 2018 and 2019 Sustainability and Innovation Reports make no reference to think tanks, instead using the more general terms of contributions to “academics and research centres”. The 2019 report states “Leonardo is part of a system that includes companies, political and economic institutions, the scientific world and local communities” and indicates that the purpose of this engagement is to “contribute to strengthening its bond with the industrial, economic and social context and to improving its business management practices”.


REVOLVING DOOR AND SIDE JOBS

The movement of individuals between the public and private sectors – while potentially in the interests of both parties given the significant overlap in the skills required to work in each sector – can present a significant risk of conflict of interest if not conducted transparently and regulated properly. The prospect of lucrative private sector employment has the potential to influence policymakers’ decisions while in office in favour of future employers. Once employed by a private company, former officials may use their contacts and privileged information from their previous position to either give their new employer a competitive advantage or to gain access to and influence their former employer.

This phenomenon – often referred to as the ‘revolving door’ – is pervasive in the defence sector globally. Studies in both the US and the UK have documented a myriad of cases of retiring generals taking up employment with arms manufacturers and MoD officials accepting jobs with defence companies. It is indisputable that in taking up these roles former government employees benefit from their former professional networks, insider knowledge and the non-transparent processes at work in ministries and even the armed forces.

Law No. 215/2004 provides that government officials cannot work in the public or private sectors in functions that are directly related to their government role for 12 months after they leave office. Legislative Decree n. 165/2001 has a broader scope of application, as it forbids all top-level managers in the public administration from taking up private employment in the same industry/sector where they worked for three years.

The Competition Authority (“Autorità garante della concorrenza e del mercato”) is responsible for monitoring conflicts of interest and to enforce sanctions for non-compliant behaviours of government officials. For public officials, the appointed anti-corruption officer (“responsabile per la corruzione, RPC) within each public administration at the provincial, regional or national level monitors conflicts of interest internally. Potential violations are reported to the Anti-corruption Authority (“Autorità nazionale anticorruzione, ANAC) and the Competition Authority, who proceed with eventual enforcement.

Even when revolving door appointments are legal and non-disclosure agreements are in place to prevent the onward use of confidential information in any future private sector role, the time between public and private employment is short relative to the many years over which large defence procurement contracts are developed and still brings the new employer a possible competitive advantage.

From military and public security sector to industry

- Luciano Carta, President of Leonardo, arrived at the company in 2020 fresh from his post as Director of the External Information and Security Agency (AISE), Italy’s foreign intelligence service.
- Sandro Ferracuti, former Chief-of-Staff of the Italian Air Force, was appointed President of Selex Integrated Systems in 2005, a subsidiary of Finmeccanica (now Leonardo), which designs and develops radar and sensor systems.
- Ferracuti held this role for several years before being recalled to political roles in the MoD in 2007 then completing a full round-trip between public and corporate roles.
- In 2009, General Nazzareno Cardinali was appointed president of Selex Communications and subsequently President of Selex Elsag in 2012.
- In 2006 Giulio Fraticelli, former Army Chief-of-Staff, became President of Oto Melara a company that produces cannons, tanks and missiles. Previous incumbents of the Chief of Staff position followed similar paths; former Chief of Staff Mario Arpino became the President of Vittoreciset, now a subsidiary Leonardo, from 2003 to 2012 and his predecessor Guido Venturoni left the position to join Finmeccanica, now Leonardo.
In addition to these changes from technical (military) functions to industry, there are also role changes between political decision-makers and top managers of companies.

From politics to industry, and back again

- In May 2020, Carmine America joined Leonardo’s board of directors as an independent, non-executive member.148 Prior to his appointment, America held defence and security-related positions in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Economic Development.

- Giampiero Massolo, current Chairman of Fincantieri, joined the company in May 2016 one month after leaving his post as the Director General of the Security Intelligence Department (DIS), a department of the Italian Presidency of the Council of Ministers.149 Prior to this, Massolo served as the Secretary General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and held several diplomatic roles. Massolo also holds several senior and advisory positions in major think tanks and associations including ISPI, IAI, the Aspen Institute and the Società Italiana per l’Organizzazione Internazionale (Italian Society for International Organisations or SIIO).

- In 2012, Gianni De Gennaro was appointed as Undersecretary of State to the Prime Minister’s Office, responsible for the information and security services, a role that he held until April 2013.150 Only three months after leaving this government post, he became the President of Finmeccanica, confirmed again for a second term in 2017.151

- Adm. Giampiero Di Paola, was set to join Finmeccanica after having been military Chief-of-Staff, followed by a role in politics. Adm. Di Paola was the Minister of Defence between November 2011 and April 2013, appointed by Prime Minister Mario Monti after a career spent in the field and at the Secretariat General/Directorate of National Armaments until 2008.152 Between these appointments, Adm. Di Paola was the chairman of the military committee of NATO.153 After his post as the Italian Minister of Defence ended in April 2013, there were reports in the media that Adm. Di Paola was set to become a consultant at Finmeccanica around January 2014.154 However, according to media reports, the Italian Antitrust Authority blocked this appointment as it would have been in breach of the conflict of interest laws, specifying a 12-month cooling off period. In response, Finmeccanica issued a statement that “Admiral Di Paola enjoys all our esteem but is not a consultant to Finmeccanica.”155 In 2017, having given support to Italian participation in the Joint Strike Fighter programme as the Minister of Defence, Giampaolo Di Paola became president of the company Aerea S.p.A.,156 a company directly involved in the same project.157 Despite the mandatory ‘cooling off’ period, people have moved from government roles to top-level management positions in the defence industry, seemingly in violation of applicable regulations.

Multiple employments, multiple connections: Marta Dassù

Marta Dassù was the Italian Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs from 2011 until February 2014. In May 2014, she was appointed to a seat on the board of directors at Leonardo, a company whose sector is connected with the office she previously held,158 before the 12-month restriction mandated by Art 1 of Law no. 215/2004. This appointment was challenged by a number of MPs of the left-oriented party “Sinistra, Ecologia e Libertà”, who issued a formal parliamentary question to examine this choice.159 However, the government did not respond. According to some reports, Dassù tweeted in response: “Antitrust has already approved, in a favourable sense, my appointment in Finmeccanica.”160 She remained on the board until 2020.


Dassù still chairs the Aspen European Institutes as part of the Aspen Initiative for Europe (AIE), a group of research centres that are active on issues of global economic change, technological advancement, and international security, doing so, in their own words, by building networks and promoting informed dialogue.\textsuperscript{161} The Italian branch of AIE lists many political persons on the executive committee, including for instance former PMs Giuliano Amato and Romano Prodi, and former ministers such as Franco Frattini and Giulio Tremonti.\textsuperscript{162} In addition to AIE, Dassù sits on the board of directors of influential think tanks such as the Istituto Affari Internazionali (IAI) and The Council for the United States and Italy.\textsuperscript{163}

In addition to the “revolving door” of subsequent engagements, simultaneous external engagements by politicians can also create potential or actual conflicts of interest.

**Double engagements: politics and industry**

The case of Guido Crosetto, a former MP who became Undersecretary for Defence in May 2008 provides an example of simultaneous engagements. In September 2014, Crosetto became the President of AIAAD, the main A&D industry association in Italy – a project started and funded largely by Leonardo.\textsuperscript{164} On taking this position, Crosetto decided not to run for a seat at the next round of elections. However, he reversed this decision in 2018, when he ran and won a seat in parliament.\textsuperscript{165} His two roles as both MP in the permanent parliamentary committee on budget, treasury and planning (V committee) and President of AIAAD generated criticism, at which point Crosetto handed in his resignation from his political post. His resignation was not, however, immediately accepted by parliament, and he continued holding both positions until his resignation was ultimately approved in March 2019.\textsuperscript{166} “There is no legal incompatibility between the two posts,” noted Crosetto. However, he added that “it would bother me when people would question what I was doing [ed. on whose behalf] in criticising cuts to the defence budget, for example”, which is what prompted him to propose his resignation.\textsuperscript{167}

According to the law, Crosetto had breached no rules. However, more detailed regulation on pre- and post-public employment of political figures, especially in the form of bespoke “cooling-off periods”, could increase public confidence in the institutions and avoid possible conflicts of interest occurring.

The revolving door can be a pathway for undue influence because the standards that regulations place upon elected or appointed officials and military personnel are too low, also if compared to those applying to civil servants. Law no. 190/2012 provides a mechanism to regulate conflicts of interest for civil servants, as it includes a clear set of prohibited scenarios, provides for public disclosure of individuals’ interests, and sets up credible penalties for misconduct. However, its provisions only apply to people working in the public administration – including employees of the MoD. Notably, politicians and military personnel are excluded. Military personnel instead abide by the Code of Military Conduct, which provides internal reporting lines for dealing with misconduct.\textsuperscript{168}

Law no. 215/2004 regulates conflicts of interest only for a limited number of elected officials, leaving many important public decision-makers under no legal obligation when it comes to changes in employment.\textsuperscript{169} In particular, MPs’ activities are currently not within the scope of the law. As such, the law fails to regulate at least one of the key fora for defence policy-making, namely the permanent parliamentary defence committees and parliament in general. This shortcoming is further exacerbated by the fact that lobbying is not regulated, which provides outside interest groups with more freedom to influence elected officials. Even for those categories under the obligations of Law no. 215/2004 (i.e. government officials), the 12-month length of the so-called ‘cooling off’ periods is relatively short in light of long procurement projects in defence. A major weakness of Law no. 215/2004 is the definition of “conflicts of interest”. According to this law, conflicts of interest are “situations when government officials contribute to, promote an act, or fail to perform their duties […] in ways that benefit them, treating or refusing to treat public matters with impartiality and propriety”\textsuperscript{170} (Law no. 215/2004, art. 1, § 1). However, this definition is too broad and weakly enforced, allowing for a wide interpretation of situations that may promote undue influence. For example, under the law, the same conduct that is barred under the Code of Military Conduct managed to fall outside the scope of the law, because a politician’s activities in the public sector are not within the ambit of the law. Though the Code of Military Conduct does not apply to public officials outside the MoD, military personnel are considered to be civil servants under Law no. 215/2004, which means that their post-service activities are subject to legal obligations.


\textsuperscript{164} Michela Della Maggesa, ‘Crosetto volsa su Aiaad con Finmeccanica’ (Formiche, 15 September 2014) https://formiche.net/2014/09/crosetto-vola-sua-aiad-finmeccanica/ [accessed 18 March 2021].


\textsuperscript{168} Law no. 215/2004 regulates conflicts of interest for “government officials”, a category that, according to the law, includes the prime minister; ministers; their deputies; undersecretaries of state; and special commissioners appointed by the government.
their business, or relatives and partners”.170 This definition covers only actual instances of conflict of interest, but does not address potential conflicts of interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest, without there is no legal basis for any preventative measure. Previous legislature saw initiatives to change this limitation, but none got to the final stage of approval.171 As noted by Raffaele Cantone, President of the Italian Anti-Corruption Authority (ANAC), a “lack of clarity in the law limits the potential scope of action to tackle conflicts of interest”.172

CAMPAIGN AND POLITICAL FINANCING

In March 2018, Italy held the first national elections where political parties were not eligible to receive public financial support from the state as in 2014 the Italian Parliament banned direct state contributions to political parties,173 as well as mechanisms to claim back expenses incurred during election campaigns.174 The law introduced new mechanisms and provisions to regulate private sources of political financing. Additional modifications were made to this framework in 2018 when the Italian Parliament approved the new anti-corruption law “spazzacorrotti”,175 which included measures to increase the transparency of political financing.

Under the current campaign financing law,176 individuals and legal entities can make donations to political parties worth up to 100,000 euro per year. Any contribution between 500 euro and the maximum cap triggers an automatic publication of donor’s details and values of donations on the relevant party’s website. The Parliament publishes these details on its website, along with details of any funds above 3,000 euro received by elected officials, members of the cabinet, and undersecretaries of state. Details of tax returns and declarations of assets for these officials are also published on the Parliament’s website. Furthermore, law imposes the same transparency requirements upon political parties and political foundations. The Committee for Transparency and Control of Political Parties Accounts (“Commissione di garanzia degli statuti e per la trasparenza e il controllo dei rendiconti dei partiti politici”) is the body responsible for auditing the information provided by political parties to the Presidency of Chamber of Deputies. Certified external auditors are also required to verify the audits of political parties’ accounts.

While Italian regulations on political financing have seen substantial and positive changes in recent years, shortcomings remain. First, by banning public sources of political funding, Italian law makes private contributions more important for the financial sustainability of political activities in Italy. This increased dependency on private donors heightens the risk of policy capture by private companies.177 The maximum cap of 100,000 euro on private donations from legal entities is high, and as such is not very effective in limiting the potential influence of single donors. While in practice large single donations have made a minor proportion of funding received,178 the prospect of attracting such contributions means that risk of influence remains.

Second, reporting requirements make no reference to any particular reporting format or template, which would greatly increase the benefit of having this information the public domain. Nor do reporting requirements set out how to deal with potential cases of the same donor making multiple contributions under the maximum limit. A notable gap in the law is that ‘non-commercial’ activities are not subject to the same transparency standards introduced for other donations.179 Activities such as fundraising dinners or events organised by individual politicians or run by political parties are not covered. Consequently, recipients of political contributions are only required to report the total sum received, but not the full list of participants or donors. Moreover, the Law does not clearly address or outline reporting requirements for political foundations. Art. 5(4) of the current Law only defines these requirements by imposing the same requirements as those for political parties; the text does not

---

171 For example, one bill was approved by one of the two chambers of the Italian Parliament on 25 February 2016, but the initiative failed as the bill did not get the second mandatory approval at the Senate. ‘Ineleggibilità e blind trust. Conflitto di interessi: si della Camera alla legge’ (Avvenire, 25 February 2016) https://www.avvenire.it/attualita/pagine/confitto-interessi-voto-favorevole-camera [accessed 18 March 2021]; and Riparte il futuro, https://www.ripartefuturo.it/blog/articoli/confitti-di-interessi-trasparenza-elezioni.


177 OECD, ‘Financing Democracy (cit. 75).’
specify, for example, that political foundations need to publish the list of donors.\footnote{180}

Third, the current legal framework establishes only weak oversight of the financing of political activities. In particular, it expands the mandate of the existing oversight authority but does not require the government to provide additional human or capital resources to meet the new requirements. According to the new Law, the mandate of the Committee for Transparency and Control of Political Parties Accounts now also covers oversight on political foundations, which is expected to lead to a substantial increase in the number of actors it regulates.\footnote{181} This burden adds to the existing problems encountered by the Committee which recent reports claim include weak financial and legal independence as well as issues of understaffing.\footnote{182}

An analysis of sources of funding received by political parties in 2018 and 2019, shows that direct funding from defence companies is rare.\footnote{183} The majority of funds received by political parties under the latest funding regime comes from Members of Parliament (ca. 72 per cent) and individual donors (ca. 23 per cent).\footnote{184} This indicates that in Italy, currently, direct political financing is not the main way in which defence companies influence politics. However, it further highlights the importance of regulating any conflicts of interest of MPs, foundations, or other political persons who may act as individual donors. In addition to the potential risks of undue influence through personal interactions and exchange of ideas that such networks of individuals bring, this pattern of financing adds a potential financial dimension to the relationship.

\begin{itemize}
\item[\footnote{181}]{Ibid.}
\item[\footnote{183}]{Transparency International Italia, ‘Soldi e Politica’ (cit. 178)}
\end{itemize}
DEFENCE STRATEGY FORMATION AND PROCUREMENT: VULNERABILITIES TO INFLUENCE

Well-designed and executed policy and decision-making processes guard against the risks of undue influence. Yet shortcomings in their design or application can expose them to risks of undue influence.

Defence strategy

The latest document outlining Italy’s national security strategy is the “White Paper for International Security and Defence”, released in July 2015 by the Ministry of Defence.185 Although the document was not converted into law, it provides a good overview of a wide range of issues relevant to defence policy in Italy, including: the country’s security and national interests; the need to make a revision of governance structures for the armed forces; budgetary issues for major defence programmes; and the role of the domestic defence industry.

The 2015 White Paper aims to shape issues in a more comprehensive way than was available in the years prior, however it is not clear and concrete enough to define a logical way forward. The lack of an overarching geo-strategic vision makes it possible to justify any decision at any moment, even if a decision is in contradiction of previously declared principles and motivations.

On the budgetary side, the White Paper called for the establishment of more long-term processes for funding major arms acquisitions, envisaging a six-year programming law to be reviewed every three years, that would replace the current annual allocation.186 If implemented it would have been a breakthrough for planning, since the proposed period of time would stretch beyond the term of a single parliament and therefore reduce opportunities for undue influence of individual politicians or politically opportune decision making.187 The White Paper became a way to answer broader questions on the armed forces and the strategic direction, so that it would be easier to understand the context of a specific procurement programme.188 However, no steps were taken to implement its recommendations and pass it into law.

In the context where a general strategic framework is lacking, there can be more opportunity to influence the more specific elements of the defence strategy. The content of the White Paper shows that industry is more successful at this than some other stakeholders and interest groups. During the drafting process, the MoD held consultations with academics and scholars in the sector, with experts and representatives of civil society, and with members of the defence industry.

While in principle this is an appropriate process to involve relevant stakeholders, in the final documents inputs from the industry are the most prominent. An entire chapter in the final draft is dedicated to industrial policies and scientific innovation,189 relegating academic contributions only to a technical and technological aspect of service to the industry. There are very few references to civil society and those that exist only address reintegrating military personnel into society after their service has ended. From the sheer number of inputs accepted from industry sources and minimal inclusions from non-industry sources, it is evident that industry was the more successful stakeholder influencing the content of the White Paper.

The absence of an overarching geopolitical strategy has clear consequences apparent from the sometimes incompatible or diverging justifications for different procurement programmes.

The F-35 project was justified by the need for integration at NATO level, an argument that was later abandoned when the government declared interest in the Tempest aeronautical project in partnership with only the UK. The Tempest project excludes the possibility of cooperation at the European level. This stands in contrast to other procurement projects in which cooperation at the European level was claimed to be fundamental for the achievement of Italy’s strategic goals, such as in the case of the Eurodrone.

185 Ministero della Difesa, Libro Bianco [White Paper], (cit. 2).
187 Answers submitted in writing by Centro Study Laran.
188 Interview with a senior researcher on European defence, 2018.
Defence budget

At present, financial allocations to defence are presented by the government on an annual basis via the General National Budget Law, and approved by parliament.\(^{190}\) This law is normally approved in the final quarter of the year and outlines the defence expenditure in a document called the ‘Provisional State of Expenses’.\(^{191}\)

Budgetary decisions in Italy suffer from limited transparency on many levels. The inclusion of the defence budget in the general budget makes it difficult for parliamentarians to have a clear and complete understanding of the whole defence budget. Many important decisions are scattered across tables and chapters in the 1,000-2,000 page budget law making them inaccessible and difficult to understand.

The split of the total defence budget across ministries – notably the MoD and MiSE – makes it difficult to determine the total sum allocated to ‘defence purposes’. This fragmentation complicates analysis of how much money is actually allocated to defence. By involving a large group of stakeholders, it also increases the number of actors across different ministries who may become potential targets of undue influence. The plethora of people and institutions who could be influenced also makes control mechanisms harder to establish, as different offices have different working methods and would require bespoke solutions.

Since 2013, the budget has been disseminated to MPs supported by the Multi-Year Plan for Defence (“Documento Programmatico Pluriennale per la Difesa”, or “DPP”).\(^{192}\) The DPP outlines the general operational needs of the armed forces, including details on specific arms programmes and their allocated financial resources over the next three years. It also covers funding provided by the MiSE. As such, it has become an important resource for parliament in informing their decision making on the approval of the defence budget.

Although parliament has formal oversight of the process, MPs have lamented that they do not have adequate capacity and information to evaluate the impact of their decisions. In particular, even though the DPP and other supporting documents have been published since 2013, the short timeline between publication of the DPP and the vote on the budget means the DPP is less useful than it could be in informing decisions. “The DPP is very dense in the DPP and the vote on the budget means the DPP is less useful published since 2013, the short timeline between publication of information to evaluate the impact of their decisions. In particular, the plethora of people and institutions who could be influenced also makes control mechanisms harder to establish, as different offices have different working methods and would require bespoke solutions.

Since 2013, the budget has been disseminated to MPs supported by the Multi-Year Plan for Defence (“Documento Programmatico Pluriennale per la Difesa”, or “DPP”).\(^{192}\) The DPP outlines the general operational needs of the armed forces, including details on specific arms programmes and their allocated financial resources over the next three years. It also covers funding provided by the MiSE. As such, it has become an important resource for parliament in informing their decision making on the approval of the defence budget.

Although parliament has formal oversight of the process, MPs have lamented that they do not have adequate capacity and information to evaluate the impact of their decisions. In particular, even though the DPP and other supporting documents have been published since 2013, the short timeline between publication of the DPP and the vote on the budget means the DPP is less useful than it could be in informing decisions. “The DPP is very dense in content, with many pages and much information to digest. The 2018 iteration was shared with MPs in late October,\(^{193}\) and by the end of December the budget had to be voted on. This, of course, limits the depth of MPs’ analysis”.\(^{194}\) The clarity of information in the DPP has also been a source of contention. Members of the Permanent Defence committee have reported that the information in these documents, while dense, is too high-level, and the breakdown of presented is not sufficient to give clear visibility on future expenditure.\(^{195}\)

Another aforementioned problem is the lack of long-term financial planning for defence programmes. Since arms programmes normally run over very long procurement cycles, a short-term financial outlook generates uncertainty of funds and general instability. Moreover, the DPP groups planned financial allocations too much, and its content is subject to radical changes over time, which does not allow for meaningful long-term projections. Even with a three-year financial projection included in the DPP, the 2015 White Paper suggests that this timeframe is too short and aimed to set up a process that would project arms expenditures for six years.\(^{196}\) The lack of a long-term plan and budget provides the opportunity for industry to put pressure on decision makers on a regular basis, while the fact that budget decisions are annual means decision makers are targets of lobbying year after year, instead of providing a multi-year planning cycle that would be less vulnerable to undue influence.

Ad-hoc budgetary decisions: The Naval Law

The Naval Law is a multiannual procurement programme approved by the Italian government (Government Act n. 116) in late 2014, with the purpose of renewing the assets of the Navy.\(^{197}\) This request from the Navy (A/R n. SMD 01/2014) was presented by the MoD to parliament on 29 October, which evaluated the request via the permanent defence committee (n. IV) and the permanent budgetary control committee (n. V). Parliament approved the request, subject to conditions, which were eventually met in early 2015.

However, this funding has generated criticism for the short timeline and for other procedural issues. First, MPs were only given a few weeks to assess the merits of the bill. One MP recalls:

> “we received thousands of pages in non-searchable pdf format. It was physically impossible to read all the


\(^{194}\) Interview with a member of the Italian Chamber of Deputies, November 2018.

\(^{195}\) Ibid.

\(^{196}\) Ministero della Difesa, Libro Bianco [White Paper], (cit. 2) § 160.

material and come to an informed decision in the requested timeline. This is why we approved the request with conditions, as we needed more time to evaluate the details [...] Besides, some vital information on the ships’ technical specifications were missing.”

Even MPs of the majority party expressed their “strong regret for the intense pressures placed on the [permanent defence] committee to shape their decision.” Moreover, this substantial economic allocation took place shortly before the publication of the 2015 White Paper. Given this context, it may have been more appropriate to include the Naval Law in the assessment leading to a broader strategic review that the authorities were soon to approve.

Considerations about the importance of the programme and investment for the Italian industry, and Fincantieri in particular, played a role in the shaping and timing of the programme. In particular, according to one expert “even as the government was in the process of formulating the 2015 White Paper for defence, Fincantieri and the Navy worked in parallel to guarantee long-term contracts to the Italian shipbuilding sector. This is because with a portfolio of contracts covering the next decade or so, industry would be in a better position in light of the planned privatisation, looking more appealing to prospective investors.”

As outlined in the 2014 Financial and Economic Document, an official resource published by the Italian Ministry of Finances, the government planned to privatise some major state-controlled companies, including Fincantieri, to reduce the public debt and increase the company’s performance. “At the time, the company’s profitability, its economic outlook, was not great: the two main naval yards, Riva Trigoso and Muggiano, were low on capacity, as the only ongoing project was the FREMM. A broader portfolio of contracts could make Fincantieri more appealing to investors, ahead of the privatisation.”

Although there are a number of factors that triggered the ‘Naval Law’, it is clear that the lack of long-term planning has created the conditions for this large and unbudgeted defence expenditure. This example demonstrates that when budgetary decisions are not clearly paired with a long-term strategic outlook, it provides the opportunity for specific groups to influence and shape decisions that affect national security for years to come, for better or worse.

**Defence procurement**

Arms procurement processes are cooperation between the MoD and the Armed Forces. The MoD and Chief of Defence Staff initiate a new acquisition when they identify an operational need of the armed forces. The two offices then discuss the new procurement from both a political and operational standpoint. These initial guidelines are worked out in greater detail with the Secretary General/National Armaments Director’s (SG/DNA) Office within the MoD. The SG/DNA is responsible for the technical and administrative aspects of military procurement and converts the initial directives into a specific arms programme.

The military plays a key role in shaping Italian defence policy choices, as it provides substantial inputs to the civilian political elite on strategy through the Chiefs-of-Staff and arms procurement through the role of Secretary General of Defence and National Armaments Director. The technical nature of defence policy makes it hard for parliamentarians to exercise meaningfully scrutinise the inputs given by the armed forces.

Regulatory weaknesses in turn allow the defence industry to be in a position to influence the military, and thereby influence defence policy-making. The main weaknesses are the aforementioned ‘revolving door’, with retired military officers moving into private sector employment, which may shape the advice given by military officers in anticipation of future employment in the industry, as well as allowing industry to leverage their previous networks.

This is further compounded by the limited transparency around policy decisions made on strategy, budget requests and equipment acquisitions, which inhibits the ability to judge whether choices have been made in the public interest and in line with an overarching national security strategy. As such, there is a potential for the armed forces to be used as a proxy for the commercial interests of industry.

A crucial shortcoming in the accountability of the procurement process is limited transparency and oversight of procurement following initial approval by parliament. When financed through ordinary budget appropriations, programmes relating to the renewal and modernisation of weapon systems can be approved by decree of the MoD. In this case, before issuing the ministerial

---
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The Naval Law

In December 2014, parliament approved a sum of 844 million euro for a new Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD) vessel. By July 2015, the contract with Fincantieri amounted to more than 1.1 billion euro.211 In response to requests for clarification by MPs, the government specified that the increase was a result of "the progressive definition of technical specifications and the subsequent technical-economic analysis to determine the [...] cost of the acquisitions needed to meet the operational requirement".212 There was little MPs could do to limit such budget rises.

Two large armament programmes from recent years illustrate how such initiatives can evolve after parliamentary approval of a specific proposal.

F-35

In 2009 parliament approved funding for the acquisition of 131 F35 aircraft worth 12.9 billion euro, including establishing a facility for the Final Assembly and Checkout (FACCO) in Cameri Municipality, where domestic industry would be responsible for the final assembly of the aircraft which were destined for European countries.213 Over the years, the number of aircraft needed changed from 131 to 90, but this modification was not accompanied by a reduction of the associated programme’s budget.214 In practice, this cut translated into higher unitary costs for the F-35s. Furthermore, the major assembly facility set-up for the purpose of this project that was attractive to local industry and politicians in the decision making phase generated only modest industrial returns in terms of new contract opportunities, transfer of know-how and jobs creation.215

During the 2013 to 2018 XVII Parliamentary Legislature, a number of parliamentarians called for the establishment of an ‘Authority for the Surveillance of Weapons Systems Acquisition and Compensation’, but the proposals did not go beyond preliminary discussions.216 There is no independent body or agency tasked with auditing the management and progress of arm acquisition programmes over time. Consequently, the defence industry and armed forces perform this function independently.

Industry interests and politics are closely intertwined when it comes to the common argument of employment creation as a benefit of armament programmes, as illustrated by the F-35 programme and Piaggio’s P2HH drone programme. Decision-makers have consistently supported procurements with economic arguments. However, key defence acquisitions generated fewer employment benefits than announced. The ambition of the F-35 programme was to create 6,400 employment opportunities; yet, an independent 2017 study has revealed the reality to be closer to 3,586 jobs, almost half of the original projection.217 Similarly, financial support to Piaggio Aerospace was partially motivated by the desire to preserve the existing 1,300-strong workforce at the Piaggio Aerospace plants in Genoa and Villanova in Albenga.218 In the words of Chief of Staff of the Air Force, the development of P2HH drone could have been fully carried out with the existing workforce.219
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be "the assurance of the maintenance of employment which otherwise could not be ensured." The view of one sector expert is that "the Air Force had no immediate operational need for this type of UAV [unmanned aerial vehicle], nor was there a serious industrial strategy."

Apart from the fact that the reality of employment creation often does not live up to projections and promises, the central question is: what is the impact of using these arguments on the alignment of defence policies and procurement with national security? The use of individual company, employment, and economic arguments to support procurement decisions that should be based on a clear national security and defence strategy. Instead, it often affords a greater role to industry voices and opportunity for ad-hoc decisions outside the parameters of the agreed national security strategy.

The role of exports

Export issues are often directly related to defence capability strategies, since only the sum of production for the armed forces and exports make arms production economically viable. If the MoD orders a quantity of weapons and weapons systems that respond to private industrial and commercial needs, and not to political and strategic public needs, the result is oversized and expensive acquisition programmes. This leads to the need for arms exports. It is an issue in many defence-producing countries, particularly in Europe where large producers cannot be wholly sustained by limited national markets, creating a need for governments to promote arms exports in return for national defence capability and domestic production capacity.

This in turn can influence domestic procurements, since external customers may wish to first see new systems and platforms used successfully domestically, or when larger initial domestic orders are needed to get production off the ground. This dynamic places pressure on governments to consider export sales as an important factor in their own defence investments and procurement.

Explicit reference to this can be found in the MoD’s request to obtain parliamentary approval for the purchase with MISE funds of the new “Centauro 2” tanks produced by the Iveco-Oto Melara consortium (Fiat-Leonardo). The MoD emphasised the need to order an “extensive” quantity of tanks to promote their sale abroad: “the extensive production of systems for the national customer is the essential prerequisite of reference for all sales opportunities abroad.”

Similarly in the case of the ill-fated P2HH UAV produced by Piaggio Aerospace, the document presented to parliament a clear reference to the fact that “extensive [emphasis added] domestic production is a prerequisite and element of reference for [increasing] exports opportunities.” The document adds that, “it is undeniable that the [P2HH] programme would significantly contribute to the technological development of the national [defence] industry, providing a portfolio of products […] for an extremely competitive market.”

These examples demonstrate that economic considerations play a role in the export process, and that national procurement is not independent of industry-friendly initiatives to motivate international buyers. This increases the risk of undue influence on both parliament, which passes the budget for domestic procurement, and government, which is responsible for approving exports.

---
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Legislative changes to export regulations

There have been multiple attempts to weaken the law that governs and controls the export, import and transit of weapons. Law 185/90 introduced a series of transparency requirements. These include an obligation for ministries involved to produce a report on the import and export of Italian weapons systems, considering prohibitions of their sale to countries in conflict, or very poor/heavily indebted countries, and to governments “responsible for ascertained violations of international conventions on human rights”. The President of the Council provides parliament with an annual report on the arms export, import and transit operations that have taken place during the previous year. The report is one of the few sources of information on the Italian arms trade, but exposes data in an increasingly aggregated form – thereby reducing its usefulness in terms of transparency.

Legislative changes in 2003 provided for the entry into force of the so-called “global project licence”, a special authorisation for the most important intergovernmental projects that allows them to bypass national controls, and deprives parliament of the ability to oversee activities between entrepreneurs and countries party to the intergovernmental agreement. The 2003 legislative intervention also amended and weakened the prohibition of selling war material to countries that did not respect human rights by replacing wording of “ascertained” with “serious” violations, allowing a discretion of interpretation and burden of proof that would disempower the substance of the provision.

Ultimately, the effective realisation of the basic principles of the law in managing and directing the Italian arms trade no longer respects the original legislative intent and is therefore less effective. Furthermore, the regulation grants wide discretion to the National Authority for the Armament Licensing and Controls (UAMA) of the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs regarding the annual report on the export of arms that the Government is required to send to Parliament. The result is a progressive loss of transparency, since the report does not provide all the data that would be necessary for parliamentarians and public to make an informed opinion. Such lack of transparency leads to a possible loss of trust with parliament and the public.

---

CONCLUSION & POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The current defence procurement process provides industry substantial opportunity to exert potentially undue influence. This risk is heightened by the structural and procedural flaws that exist from the determination of defence and security strategy, through to individual equipment procurement programmes.

The policy recommendations here respect executive privilege, the right to protect confidentiality of private information, the freedom of the parliamentary mandate, and the role of appropriate protection for the preservation of national security and business competitiveness. Equally, however, they are also offered in the belief that a balance between these considerations and transparency and accountability will benefit decision making better suited to serve national interests, use public funds for the common good, and build public trust in the formation of defence and security policy.

The recommendations provided can be grouped broadly into three categories: those that aim to strengthen the integrity of institutions and policy making processes to reduce their vulnerability to external influence; those that improve controls on external influence by fostering transparency and accountability; and, those that encourage best practice in this area within the defence industry.

Strengthening the integrity of institutions and policy processes

In this section, the recommendations focus on improving the ability of government, parliament, and other oversight bodies to provide adequate scrutiny of policies and acquisition decisions and to improve accountability for them. The principle underpinning these recommendations is that the staff of state institutions need adequate resourcing, expertise, time and access to information to perform their duties effectively. Furthermore, they seek to ensure that where full transparency cannot be achieved, suitable alternative arrangements are put in place to ensure that effective scrutiny is exercised on behalf of the general public.

Strategy

1. Establish a process to publish and review a regular, clear and comprehensive national defence strategy

The absence of a codified, long-term approach to strategic planning increases the opportunity for industry to influence the outcome of national security considerations, budgetary requirements, and prioritisation of acquisitions on an ongoing basis. TI-DS suggests establishing a regular process for publishing a codified document comparable to a defence white paper, to be reviewed by the MoD on a bi-annual basis, and discussed and voted on in parliament. These reviews and their findings should be available in writing beyond military and government circles, and the findings should also be made available to the public. It should be mandatory for the relevant institutions (MoD, military and government) to provide a clear link between threat assessments, operational requirements and subsequent acquisitions, so that the prioritisation of expenditures can be fully assessed by MPs, and potentially the public.

Budget

2. Introduce clear approval and publication procedures for defence budget requests to facilitate parliamentary review by MPs

Decisions on the defence budget suffer from weak oversight, as MPs do not have adequate time and information to evaluate the budget. In addition, approved budgets for arms programmes receive regular and continuous financial injections, thereby undermining the initial vote in parliament.

Comprehensive rules should be established for the armed forces to bid for budgetary requests in a transparent and timely manner, with a requirement that any additional financial requests must be justified. The DPP constitutes a good starting base, but it should be updated and published at least four months ahead of the national budget law, in a user-friendly searchable format, and should include a detailed version in case MPs need more specific programme data. Defence funds should not be routinely approved by extra-budgetary governmental decrees, thereby circumventing parliament.
Arms procurement

3. Produce and publish a multi-year procurement plan, linked to the defence strategy

The Government should set up a long-term, multi-year budgeted procurement plan, closely linked to the general defence strategy. This should be presented in parliament and voted on after a debate, and should be decoupled from the approval of the General Budget Law, to provide a comprehensive, adequately detailed, but ultimately clear overview to inform decision making.

4. Create an independent body to scrutinise defence procurement programmes

At present, there is no effective oversight of defence acquisitions. To address this, an authority should be established to provide independent audit of defence sector procurement programmes, similar to the role of the Government Accountability Office in the United States. This agency would be tasked with conducting regular reviews of key defence acquisitions, which would help generate accurate, analytical information for systematic debate in parliament and the media.

Arms exports

5. Ensure that export licensing decisions comply with the full spirit of national and international arms export regulations

Export licensing decisions should be made in line with foreign and national security policy and in accordance with the norms – both Italian, Law 185/90, and international ones such as the ATT Treaty and EU Common Position.

6. Improve transparency and participation in the arms export licensing process

Government should ensure more transparent stages in the licensing process, with the opportunity for MPs to access all the documents and debate and vote on selected licensing cases. The licensing process should also specify clearly, and in advance, the set of rules and evaluation tools that are used by UAMA to establish compliance with the licensing criteria for blocking an export. This should include the international or (I) NGO bodies recognised as sources for evaluation, the list of type of weapons considered more sensitive, or the list of countries considered in conflict.225

Improve control and transparency of influence exerted through money, ideas and people

These policy recommendations are not opposed to the principles of lobbying, cross-sectoral employment or exchange of ideas. Rather, they seek to address the most egregious instances where self-interested behaviour by companies or individuals may adversely impact on policy outcomes. Furthermore, they aim to establish standards of best practice that help preserve the integrity of these vital exchanges and the trust the public places in them.

Some of these recommendations are not unique to the defence sector, but address issues that do occur in this area. It is necessary to make these recommendations here precisely because the defence sector is often treated with caution and exempted from transparency regulations that govern other sectors. The defence sector exemplifies the need to improve regulations across all sectors with appropriate alternative oversight provisions put in place when full transparency cannot be achieved.

1. Strengthen restrictions on political party financing

Legislators should amend the regulation on political financing for political parties to:

a) Lower the current maximum cap of 100,000 euro on private donations;

b) Expand the mandate and resources of the Committee for Transparency and Control of Political Parties Accounts to allow for more effective and meaningful oversight.

2. Establish clear and uniform procedures to regulate conflicts of interest at parliamentary level

Legislators and implementing bodies should ensure uniformity in conflict of interest controls and regulations for MPs and politically exposed persons across institutions by asking for the highest level of transparency of their relevant relationships and benefits. Regulations should include clear and enforceable conflict of interest rules for parliamentarians, including through a systematisation of the currently dispersed ineligibility and incompatibility regime; and streamlining of the process of verification of ineligibility/incompatibility so it can be performed in an effective and timely manner.226

The definition of conflicts of interest should be inclusive of all the elements that will characterise the issue of conflicts of interest, including those that are actual or perceived.

---

225 The 2003 legislative intervention amended the prohibition of selling war material to countries that did not respect human rights. This simply involved the replacement of “ascertained” with “serious”, alongside “violations”, to guarantee a discretion which would disempower the entire substance of that provision.

3. Create an independent body to monitor, review and enforce conflict of interest regulations

Legislators should delegate the control and sanctioning powers in relation to conflict of interest regulations to an independent authority and require that it is equipped with adequate human and economic resources for the purpose.

4. Widen the scope and applicability of ‘revolving door’ regulations to prevent conflicts of interest and reduce opportunities for undue influence

Legislators should modify ‘revolving door’ regulations and implementing bodies should work to:

a) Provide a clearer definition of conflict of interest situations, so that decisions on ‘cooling off’ periods are less subjective and more consistently implemented;

b) Expand the scope of the regulations to include all politically exposed persons, including MPs;

c) Identify post-employment restrictions which might be required to avert conflicts of interests;

d) Extend the minimum ‘cooling off’ period beyond 12 months, and specify circumstances that would require specific durations (for example, a lifetime ban on specific projects, longer periods for ministers, banned consultancies or double roles etc.), based on the US model.

5. Increase transparency in the nomination and appointment process of senior executives in defence companies where the state has a controlling interest

State ownership and involvement in industrial policy determine the extent and forms in which industry can influence policy making. Decisions like nominating executive level managers in defence companies should not remain the sole responsibility of the government and happen behind closed doors. Greater transparency and accountability is needed, for example on the process, selection criteria, shortlisted candidates, and final appointment decision, among other aspects. Parliament should be involved in this process, increasing their scrutiny power.

6. Introduce a new law to regulate lobbying and establish a register of lobbyists

Legislators should approve a law that regulates lobbying, with clear definitions of what constitutes lobbying. A mandatory stakeholder register should also be introduced – based on the EU Transparency Register and held by a single, national, dedicated agency – along with a public agenda of meetings between stakeholders and authorities.

A stakeholder register should cover both in-house and consultant lobbyists, and should require regulated individuals and organisations to provide the following details:

- the name of the lobbyists / their registered company name (if applicable);
- their company registration number (if applicable) to ensure there is clarity about which company is engaging in this activity;
- their registered address;
- details of the names of lobbyists who have lobbied on their behalf within the previous quarter;
- the details of the government policy, legislation etc. they have lobbied on during the preceding quarter;
- information on any public office held previously (during the past five years) by any employees who are engaged in lobbying;
- their expenditure on lobbying, including gifts and hospitality to public officials;
- details of any use of secondments or advisers placed within government to influence policy.

7. Create a decision-making footprint in the course of the defence strategy formulation and procurement process

Introduce a legislative footprint to facilitate monitoring of policy decisions, by requiring authorities to report which sources have been consulted, the content of consultation inputs, and the reasons why they came to their conclusions.

8. Conduct and publish regular Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) assessments

Implement and strengthen the existing legal requirement for government to conduct and publish a Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA), and extend it to all relevant processes (at present, it is mandated only for general laws), namely:

a. Ad-hoc government acts (legislative decrees);

b. Parliamentary decisions.

These analyses would create the ability to generate a legislative footprint and increase accountability of public decisions.

9. Improve transparency of funding of political foundations and think tanks, as well as membership and involvement of any politically exposed persons

Think tanks should publish in full and in sufficient detail the financial donations they receive, their sources and their annual accounts. They should also publish clear information any involvement of politically exposed persons in the organisation, such as individuals in a board or executive function.

---

Recommendations for companies active in the defence sector

The defence industry has an interest in preserving the legitimacy of its interactions with policy makers and avoiding any semblance of impropriety that can cause public mistrust. Rather than waiting for legally binding standards and controls, companies can and should take their own measures to improve the transparency and accountability of their actions and ultimately safeguard their reputations.

1. Improve controls on political contributions, charitable donations and lobbying

Companies that choose to make political contributions should only do so by exception, according to strict policies and procedures. Companies should introduce and strengthen policies on all corporate donations, with clearly stated criteria for making them, a strict approval process with senior-level sign-off, due diligence on recipients and provisions to ensure that they are only made to provide support for a genuine democratic process. Moreover, companies should implement and publish specific policies to regulate lobbying activities, which apply to internal, external and association lobbyists. These policies should establish appropriate standards of conduct, restrict or even prohibit the giving or receipt of gifts and hospitality to public officials, and outline procedures to identify and mitigate conflict of interest risks associated with lobbying.

2. Publish details and expenditure of all political contributions, charitable donations and lobbying activities

Companies should report their political contributions in every country where they operate, regardless of whether they are legally required to disclose this information in each country of operation. Alternatively, they should publish an accompanying statement that they only lobby in the country in which they are headquartered, if that is the case. Reporting of political contributions should include details of the recipient, amount, country, and the name of the corporate entity that made the contribution. Contributions should be updated on at least an annual basis. In addition, companies should publish details of their lobbying activities at least annually. This should include disclosing spending on lobbying activities for every country where they operate, the main topics on which they lobby and the ways in which lobbying is conducted. Where companies disclose this information in lobbying registers, they should publish details of the registers on which they are listed and ensure that this covers in-house, external and association lobbyists.

3. Implement policies and procedures to better regulate conflicts of interest with public sector clients

Companies should implement clear policies and procedures to prevent potential conflicts of interest or identify, detect and manage conflict of interest risks, especially for employees in roles that require interaction with the public sector such as sales or public affairs. These policies should require employees to disclose any family, government or financial relationships that may lead to actual, potential or perceived conflicts of interest and record these in a central register that is accessible to those responsible for oversight of the process. Companies should provide their employees with clear descriptions of the relationships or situations that could constitute a conflict of interest so that they can be appropriately managed, as well as with a description of the potential mitigations or punitive measures for breaches of this policy.

4. Improve controls to regulate exchanges of people with the public sector

Under existing regulations, companies are under no obligation to ensure that newly hired former and recently departed public officials, civil servants or service personnel abide by their post-employment restrictions. To better mitigate these risks, companies should:

a) Require the approval of a senior compliance officer or equivalent individual before initiating any employment discussions with current or former public sector employees. This approval process should include an assessment of the actual, potential or perceived conflict of interest risks that may arise as a result of their employment.

b) Adopt policies and procedures to implement a "cooling off" period of between 12 months and three years before employees from the public sector are allowed to have any form of contact with their former organisation on the company’s behalf. Such a policy should apply to all employees, contracted staff and consultants, and the length of a cooling-off period should account for the risk of the appointment, based on factors such as seniority of the individual before the move, the lifespan of any relevant public policy issues from their time in public office, and the nature of their new responsibilities.

c) Publish details about secondments to and from the public sector, including information on the locations of secondments, the number of seconded staff and the purpose of particular secondments.
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